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Transforming Dual Language Teacher Preparation:
Updates from the University of North Carolina at Charlotte
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by Joan Lachance, PhD—University of North Carolina at Charlotte
Introduction

For decades, research has repeatedly verified
and validated the educational, cognitive, sociocultural, and economic benefits of bilingualism and
biliteracy (Cloud, Genesee, & Hamayan, 2000).
Those of us working in dual language education are
not surprised by these historical findings or new
verifications. We know, see, and hear what dual
language students demonstrate on a daily basis in
our classrooms and in our communities. Current
and on-going research continues to solidify the
unquestionable verity that biliterate students have
significantly increased academic achievement in our
schools (Escamilla, Hopewell, Butvilofsky, Sparrow,
Soltero-González, Ruiz-Figueroa, & Escamilla, 2013;
Thomas & Collier, 2012). As such, English learners
in dual language programs also master academic
English skills better than those in traditional ESL
programs, even though only half or less of the
instruction is delivered in English (Thomas &
Collier, 2012). As a result of these research-based
discoveries, there has been a significant increase
in K-12 dual language programs in all U.S. schools
(McKay, 2011). Likewise, research confirms dual
language pedagogy is quite unique, indicating the
need for distinctive teacher preparation (DeFour,
1012; Freeman, Freeman, & Mercuri, 2005).
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Of the state’s approximate 1.5 million K-12 students
in public schools, nearly 100,000 are classified as
Limited English Proficient (LEP) according to
federal guidelines for basic Language Instruction
Educational Program (LIEP) services (Public
Schools of North Carolina [NCDPI], 2015b). With
these learners in mind, as well as native speakers of
English, North Carolina includes dual language and
immersion programs in formalized State Education
Agency (SEA) K-12 standard courses of study for
curriculum and instruction (NCDPI, 2015a).
In January of 2013, The North Carolina State Board
of Education (NCSBE) released the document
“Preparing Students for the World: Final Report
of the State Board of Education’s Task Force on
Global Education.” This call for action is to ensure
that all North Carolina public school graduates are
globally prepared for the 21st century (NCSBE,
2013). Specifically included in the report is the

strategic expansion of dual language programs statewide, already approaching 100 in number for 2015-16
(NCDPI, 2015a). For the 2014-15 academic year, there
were 95 programs in total, using four models and
seven languages in 27 districts, two charters, and five
independent schools.
Sadly, like many other states, as North Carolina
strives to expand programs, administrators grapple
with finding prepared teachers, hindering expansion
efforts. Districts are continuously forced to look
outside the U.S. for qualified teachers, a costly process
that is often a temporary response based on U.S.
Immigration regulations. (Associated Press, 2008;
DeFour, 2010; Millman, 2010; Modern Language
Association of America, 2007; Rhodes & Pufahl, 2009).
University of North Carolina at Charlotte

The University of North Carolina at Charlotte
(UNCC), a state and national leader in educator
preparation, enrolls over 3,000 undergraduate and
graduate students in the nationally accredited and
North Carolina SEA-approved programs (UNCC,
2015). In direct response to the dual language teacher
shortage in North Carolina, a two-year research
study was launched in 2013, specifically examining
the unique pedagogical and programmatic needs of
dual language teaching and learning in relation to
teacher preparation. The study’s relevance is urgent,
since there are no current pathways for dual language
teacher preparation in North Carolina. Likewise, there
continues to be a regional and national deficiency in
dual language teacher preparation, making the study’s
findings essential. Simply stated, the study’s results
will formally reshape undergraduate and graduate
coursework offerings to address the specialized
pedagogical, classroom, and programmatic needs of
dual language education.
The focal point of the study’s research design was to
discover the true shape of dual language pedagogy,
including academic language development in both
the target languages and English. Areas of focus
on academic language and biliteracy development
included native speakers of English, English learners,
and heritage learners via exposure to rigorous,
standards-based curricula. Open-ended interviews,
observations, and questionnaires with over 25 dual
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both in the classroom and at the
programmatic level.
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language educators in North Carolina and New Mexico These findings, also in alignment with The
Guiding Principles for Dual Language Education,
provided details for the necessary transformations in
soundly confirm the highly distinctive shape of
teacher preparation. Significantly, nearly half of the
dual language pedagogy (see Figure 3). In fact,
participants were representative of New Mexico and
these dual language transformational
its key stakeholders,
Figure 1: Emergent themes connected
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biliteracy for high
significantly unique in that there are
school graduates.
both connections and fractures within
Mr. David Rogers,
the outcomes. Inside these distinctive
Executive Director
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of Dual Language
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Education of New
designing and delivering content-based,
Mexico (DLeNM),
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student-centered, engaging instruction
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in both English and a
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2:
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connected
to
The DLeNM perspectives enriched the
target language.
dual language program transformations
study, demonstrating how the non-profit
organization has supported pivotal strides
Similarly, strategic
in developing national dual language
considerations must
education principles and curricula, as
be given to the
well as critical local, state, and national
processes associated
partnerships for action. Including these
with simultaneous
details in the published research findings
biliteracy acquisition
ensures the principles and perspectives
as additive practices.
of dual language education are reflected
There are unique
when making educational decisions about
demands associated
teacher preparation, while also considering
with the design and
North Carolina contextual specifics.
delivery of dual
language lessons with
The study’s results were profound.
linguistic integrity
Based on the qualitative data collection
for successful
and close analysis, the study
Figure 3: Dual language pedagogy
simultaneous academic
revealed several emergent
language development in both the
themes which were categorized
target language and English. This is
into two overarching areas:
crucial to ensure holistic biliteracy
1) classroom transformations
acquisition for all students,
and 2) dual language program
including heritage speakers,
transformations (see Figures 1 and
English learners, and native
2). Educators’ voices, the heart
speakers of English. Ultimately,
of the research, resoundingly
authentic dual language teacher
authenticated the message that
preparation coursework must
teacher preparation must reflect
deliberately include these notions
the specialized demands of high
and all their encompassing aspects.
quality dual language education,
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Informing Instruction, Engaging Students—
Enhancing the Power of Exit Slips
Promising practices...

by Alexandra Ruybal—Los Ranchos Elementary, Albuquerque Public Schools
As educators, we’re constantly asked to add a little
bit more to our plates, then more, and more. I
can see how it might feel as if exit slips, a few
quick questions used at the end of a lesson to
assess student understanding, are just another
thing to pile on top of everything else. However,
in this article, I hope to make this essential tool
of formative assessment accessible and show how
easy exit slips are to make and implement and how
powerfully they can guide our practice.
Grounding Exit Slips Within a Unit
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Whether you’re working within a districtwide
program, pacing guide, or units of study, you probably
already have a pretty clear understanding of the
way your year will flow. The AIM4S3™ (Achievement
Inspired Mathematics for Scaffolding Student Success)
framework allows us to conceptually ground that
unit-based thinking within our Compendiums.
These Compendiums then provide the perfect
jumping off point for exit slips because you’ve
already mapped out the major concepts that students
should grasp. As we build Compendiums, we organize
them by concepts and relationships; the way we build
exit slips is no different.
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For example, when building a Compendium to teach
the concepts of area and perimeter, we expect students
to gain a solid understanding of the meaning of
perimeter, the meaning of area, the formula used
to calculate these, the relationship between the two,
and their real world applications. If those are our
end goals, it would
reason that those
same five concepts
are the areas that
we need to assess
for understanding
throughout the unit.
An exit slip for this
unit might look
like the examples
on page 5. You’ll
notice that the two
questions assess not
only the student’s
understanding, but

also the ability to apply the concept and calculate with
accuracy. In question one, as students are asked to find
the area, they are not given a specific strategy to use,
providing an opportunity to see which of the strategies
taught has resonated most, with which students are
more successful, what still needs work, etc. This lets
us see if a student is having issues with conceptual
understanding or simply with computation.
The second question asks students to apply their
conceptual understanding to create a model that can
be used to find the dimensions of a rectangle using
the given area. This question is powerful in that there
are multiple solutions, and it asks students to think
critically and apply their knowledge conceptually. The
students’ responses allow us to see quickly whether or
not they truly understand the relationship between
the dimensions of a shape and its area.
Exit Slips to Inform Instruction

Given the curricular demands and expectations faced
by students and teachers, there really isn’t a minute to
waste. Luckily, exit slips are an efficient and effective
tool to help guide and tailor instruction to best meet
our students’ needs. Using exit slips, it may suddenly
become clear that what we thought they got, they
didn’t—and that a concept we thought was still fuzzy
is actually crystal clear for them. Now, we can use
this information to drive our instruction as we tweak
whole group lessons to reflect the exit slip data, to
group students quickly and effectively for RTI and
small group instruction, and to provide enrichment for
students who demonstrate conceptual understanding.
In three quick minutes we can ensure that small group
instruction is targeted to students’ specific needs. We
can see progress towards goals which align directly
to our lesson, and we can reflect on our teaching. Exit
slips are simple tools and yet they give us powerful
information that can be used immediately. No longer are
we waiting for a unit assessment, quarterly test, or end of
year exam to show what students did or didn’t get.
I use exit slips towards the end of the lesson. Students
are given 2 to 3 minutes to complete the questions and
are encouraged to leave it blank or draw a question
mark if they absolutely don’t know how to approach
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the question. From there, it’s simple for
me to review the exit slips and separate
them into three piles: students who
wholly grasped the concepts, students
who are almost there but lack specific
pieces, and students who would benefit
from a re-teaching of the concepts. In
this way, I am able to differentiate my
lessons in a way that is meaningful and
effective for learners by targeting exactly
what they have shown they need.
Building Exit Slips With PowerPoint®

The thought of building exit slips to use
throughout a unit can be daunting, but
it doesn’t need to be. One of the easiest
and most straightforward programs in
which to build a template is Microsoft
PowerPoint®. PowerPoint® allows us
to layer things on top of one another;
create text boxes; include shapes, tools,
arrows, lines, etc.; and save exit slips
electronically so that we can tweak and
change them from year to year without
having to start over each time.

Examples of Exit Slip Analysis
On the first question, this student
answered “10 or 24”—he is unsure of
how to calculate the area of a rectangle.
He thinks he must either add the
numbers together or multiply them
to find the answer. On the second
question, he draws a triangle with
a perimeter of 15 in., rather than a
rectangle with an area of 15 sq. in. He
has not grasped the difference between
these related concepts. He needs reteaching on the concept of area, including examples and non-examples,
through a small group chart talk and/or a one-on-one mini lesson.

Promising practices...

—continued from page 4—

This student has a solid understanding
of how to find area, even explaining
how he came to his answer, noting
that he “skip counted by five 8 times.”
His model of a rectangle with the
given area shows that he understands
how the length and the width go
together to create area. From here,
I might provide extensions in the
form of word problems of increasing
complexity, so that he can begin to apply the concepts in a way that is
meaningful and helps to build a deeper understanding.

Begin by using the line function to
break the page into multiple exit tickets,
then add a title and name line. Next,
add text boxes for each question, and
then you might add pictures or shapes.
Finally, you’re ready to copy and paste
so that each of the boxes contains all of
the questions and figures. You might
tweak the numbers so that students
seated next to each other have different
problems assessing the same skills.Then
you’re ready to hit print.
Exit slips are a manageable routine
that informs instruction so that we
can tailor lessons and differentiate
instruction to help students build
conceptual understanding—while
helping both students and teachers
monitor progress. Before you know
it, students will be asking for their
exit slips as they realize that their
performance and feedback guides
their day-to-day work—and enhances
their learning.

Here is the Compendium that supported student learning
and the development of exit slips during this unit. Additional
information and processing were added as the unit progressed.
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La enseñanza contextualizada (Sheltered Instruction):
Un enfoque en el lenguaje del contenido
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Un diálogo de Soleado en curso
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por Adrian Sandoval—Dual Language Education of New Mexico
Con estos artículos en español hemos estudiado la
instrucción contextualizada y lo importante que es
mantener los ocho componentes en mente mientras
planeamos nuestras lecciones, enseñamos a los
estudiantes y evaluamos lo que han aprendido. Y,
¿ahora qué? ¿Cuál es el próximo paso para realizarla
en nuestros salones?
Esta última edición de nuestro diálogo en curso se
enfocará en unos ejemplos reales de los primeros
pasos y revelaciones personales que tuvieron unos
maestros al planificar con objetivos de aprendizaje
y de lenguaje. Ambas experiencias que comparto aquí
tomaron lugar en una escuela con estudiantes bilingües
emergentes y estudiantes monolingües en inglés.

Objetivos de lenguaje: Los niños podrán …
1. explicar a un compañero las claves utilizadas
para inferir el significado de una palabra (Usarán
lo siguiente como apoyo: Yo creo que significa
______ porque _____. O, La frase se trata de
__________.);
2. justificar las letras necesarias para escribir
vocabulario del cuento (Yo creo que se deletrea
con ________.); y
3. pronunciar las palabras que llevan las
combinaciones estudiadas como parte de una
actividad de “pensar, emparejar y compartir.”

Según estos objetivos de aprendizaje y de lenguaje,
le pregunté al maestro si los estudiantes tenían el
El primer escenario se trata de un maestro de kínder,
lenguaje necesario para cumplir con los requisitos
cuyo clase de inglés tenía como enfoque palabras
de una actividad de “pensar, emparejar, y compartir”.
deletreadas con una combinación de tres consonantes,
Esta pregunta le hizo reflexionar más en cuanto al
y la pronunciación y la comprensión del vocabulario
vocabulario y las posibles frases necesarias para tener
de un cuento. La meta para esta lección en inglés
éxito en tal intercambio. También tuvo que pensar
constaba de localizar las combinaciones de “spl”
en cómo enseñar y modelar para los estudiantes las
y “str” en un cuento presentado en una lectura
expectativas de comportamiento que necesitarían
compartida, revisarlas, entenderlas, y pronunciar
para cumplir con la actividad. Entonces añadimos un
los sonidos que producen. En vez de crear un
ambiente donde el maestro funcionaba como modelo, objetivo más: los niños podrán demostrar habilidades
sociales, como escuchar al compañero y dar
señalando y pronunciando las palabras deletreadas
respuestas positivas (buena idea, tienes razón).
con esas combinaciones, decidimos fijarnos en
darles a los estudiantes, en parejas, la oportunidad de
Después de todo, los comentarios del maestro más
identificar las palabras, intentar a pronunciarlas,
sobresalientes fueron lo siguiente:
y negociar su significado.
• La planificación anticipada no sólo se hace
Para ayudarle al maestro planear las actividades de
respeto al contenido, sino también tomando en
este objetivo de aprendizaje, le pregunté lo siguiente:
cuenta los objetivos de lenguaje, los diferentes
¿Cómo aseguraremos que los estudiantes podrán
niveles lingüísticos de los estudiantes, y los
lograr las metas para esta lección? ¿Los estudiantes ya
apoyos que podemos ofrecer al alumnado
saben cómo expresar sus ideas y pensamientos según
para que conversen utilizando los conceptos,
el tema? ¿Cuáles palabras y expresiones necesitarán
vocabulario y expresiones de la lección.
para participar en las actividades planeadas? Como
• La participación de todos los estudiantes de una
resultado de este diálogo, creamos lo siguiente:
manera productiva es uno de los resultados de
Objetivos de aprendizaje: Los niños podrán …
enfocar y practicar el lenguaje.
1. usar las claves de contexto para inferir el
• Fue más eficaz crear oportunidades para que los
significado de palabras, e
estudiantes hablaran de los temas en vez de tan
sólo escuchar y repetir lo que dice el maestro.
2. identificar y pronunciar palabras deletreadas
con las combinaciones “spl” y “str” en un
—continúa en la página 7—
cuento compartido.
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para que los estudiantes hablaran con sus colegas y
El segundo escenario se trata de una clase de
a la vez informaran a la maestra lo que recordaban
artes de lenguaje en inglés al nivel de la escuela
de los temas literarios principales. Luego, también
intermedia. El enfoque era iniciar un proyecto de
compartieron sus planes e ideas acerca del uso de
escritura creativa, utilizando los temas que habían
esos temas en su escritura creativa. El contrario
desarrollado en lecciones
hubiera sido un puñado
anteriores de género,
de estudiantes cumpliendo
punto de vista, escenario,
con el objetivo mientras
la trama, y el público
los demás se quedarían con
destinado. Para iniciar
dudas y gastando mucho
nuestra colaboración,
tiempo haciendo preguntas
le pregunté a la maestra
a la maestra o abandonando
si los estudiantes eran
el esfuerzo en total.
versados en los temas
mencionados arriba.
Utilizando una estructura
Estábamos de acuerdo
cooperativa de conferencias
que si no eran dueños
pares, el segundo objetivo
de estas palabras y
de lenguaje ofrece al
los conceptos que
estudiante un ambiente
representaban, no serían
donde puede sintetizar sus
capaces de cumplir con
propias ideas, escuchar a las
el objetivo del día ni de
ideas de otros, tomar riesgos,
desarrollar un borrador
negociar entendimiento y,
principal del futuro
Los alumnos participan en conferencias
en fin, alcanzar la meta de
manuscrito. Entonces
pares y proyectos mutuos para
la lección.
profundizar su aprendizaje.
colaboramos con una
planificación de clase para
Según el proceso y los
asegurar que los estudiantes tuvieran la oportunidad
resultados, los comentarios más sobresalientes de la
de mostrar y profundizar su conocimiento
maestra fueron lo siguiente:
lingüístico y conceptual. Lo que decidimos se ve en
• Hubo un cambio notable en cuanto a la
los siguientes objetivos:
participación de todos porque habíamos
Objetivos de aprendizaje: Los estudiantes podrán …
revisado las habilidades sociales para un
1. usar conocimiento previo como fuente para
trabajo mutuo.
determinar el género, punta de vista, escenario, la
• Se subió el número de estudiantes que
trama y el público destinado para un proyecto de
entregaron un trabajo de calidad gracias a
escritura creativa; y
las conferencias pares donde los estudiantes
2. justificar las selecciones del objetivo anterior.
profundizaron y compartieron sus ideas.
1. reflexionar y compartir sobre el significado de
conceptos literarios (el género, punto de vista,
etc.) como parte de una actividad de “pensar,
emparejar y compartir” utilizando una de dos
frases: _______ quiere decir ________ . O,
________ se refiere a _________.; y
2. con un compañero, compartir las ideas, los planes
y razonamiento con respecto a las selecciones
literarias para el proyecto de escritura creativa.
En vez de tan sólo pedir una lista de selecciones y
razonamientos, creamos primero una oportunidad

En fin, para empezar a poner en marcha la
instrucción contextualizada, tenemos que tomar en
cuenta lo que lingüísticamente exige el contenido
junto con las actividades que creamos para los
estudiantes. Si planificamos bien, podemos crear
oportunidades para que el alumnado tenga éxito
con los objetivos de aprendizaje y aprendan a
utilizar con alta comodidad y precisión el lenguaje
académico del contenido.
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• A veces no parece que hay suficiente tiempo
para hacer este tipo de cosa en el salón, pero
vale la pena.

Objetivos de lenguaje: Los estudiantes podrán …
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—continuación de la página 6—
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Keres Children’s Learning Center—The Journey Continues

Promising practices...

by Trisha Moquino, Educational Director/Lead Teacher and Co-Founder—
Keres Children’s Learning Center, Cochiti Pueblo
but also individually. It has been 3 years since KCLC
opened, and it is amazing to see how all our 3-year
children have grown and what is possible in the future.
KCLC uses an abundance model—as opposed to a
deficit model—and when you have abundance, your
students will show you more than you ever expected.

It is summertime—the clouds are rolling in and about
to burst with rain. I watch my daughters, nieces, and
nephews playing outside, and I take note of one of my
nephews, Lee, starting to sing at the top of his lungs
and moving as if he is dancing one of our summer
dances. I think how reassuring it is to see him doing
that, as there are not many males in our immediate
family to model for him the gender-specific roles and
responsibilities of males and boys at Cochiti. But, as a
student at Keres Children’s Learning Center (KCLC),
Lee is immersed in a classroom where he hears his
heritage language of Keres in the classroom every day
and has the opportunity to guide his own learning
and come to understand the importance of—and the
differences between—work and play.
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After 3 years of attending KCLC, this 6-year-old
understands what you are asking him to do in Keres
and genuinely tries to make all his spoken words
Keres. He can read and write age appropriately in
English, and at the beginning of this school year, his
first year in the Elementary I classroom, he is working
on his multiplication facts, learning about the
desert biome we live in, and loving to play bingo in
Keres. He is already intrinsically motivated to learn,
responsible, and thoughtful of others …and he has a
strong sense of knowing who he is, which is priceless.
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We’ve come a long way from the boarding school
days of trying to stamp the Indian out of the child
so he could learn what the federal government
wanted him to learn … or have we? Looking
at modern schools serving Native children, it’s
hard to see the ways in which real linguistic and
cultural values are supported. Instead, parents are
discouraged (at least historically) from meaningful
participation in their children’s education, and they
have come to accept that language and culture—to
the degree that they will be shared with children—
must be learned outside of school. This artificial
separation between formal learning and life reduces
and diminishes both children and their education.
At KCLC, Lee receives a holistic education—an
education that honors who he is and where he
comes from. In the very important early childhood
years, he has had an opportunity to develop a strong
sense of self—not just linguistically and culturally,

For far too long, our children have been educated
through a deficit model, prevalent in our education
systems, where we often send the subtle message
to children (and parents) that they are not good
enough if they do not read, write, or do math to
a pre-determined arbitrary standard. Our Pueblo
children come from amazing communities that are
still appreciative of the strengths and gifts given to us by
our ancestors—one of them being language. It makes
me think of Kathleen Wall’s poem, below, at the Indian
Pueblo Cultural Center (Exhibit: 100 Years of State and
Federal Policy: The Impact on Pueblo Nations).
We live in a time in which we recognize the gifts of our
ancestors, but to sustain those gifts, we must rethink
where our children spend most of their time—at school.
That means that schools, at the very least, need to
think about what it means to practice an additive,
rather than deficit, type of education. In teaching
at KCLC, I personally do not feel so compromised as
an Indigenous teacher. I am helping to create a strong
Celebrating Resiliency
by Kathleen Wall

Our gifts of Land, Language, and Culture
Give us strength in Our Values of Love, Respect, and Service
Our elders teach us in their everyday conversation
And with this we continually learn the way of our people
It is up to us to absorb the knowledge they are giving us
To follow the teachings of everyday life,
And to cherish our events of the calendar year
To some people, living the Pueblo life may be ordinary,
But in fact, it is extraordinary to be part of a Pueblo community
To belong to a land rich in color and custom,
To be spoken to with a Native language that touches the heart
And to be part of a religion that inspires the spirit
Is unique in every way
A culture that expresses years of traditions and a way of life
Passed down from generation to generation is Pueblo culture,
The culture of my people
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holistic education foundation that supports students
in who they are and in their heritage language; but
I am also providing an environment that fosters
crucial early learning skills and creates opportunities
for strengthening “executive functioning” skills—
skills such as planning, prioritizing, focusing, and
controlling impulses. Harvard University’s Center for
the Developing Child (2011) notes that strong executive
functioning skills help children be successful in life in
general, as well as in academic achievement.
In our primary classroom (2.5–5 years), children
learn in a Montessori-prepared environment. Keres
language guides lead students in learning everyday
skills. Our children are speaking Keres naturally—the
second-year students know that is why they are at
KCLC. Through our language, students are nurtured in
our values and beliefs about children, about working
hard, and about the roles of males and females. We also
consider child development and our expectations about
raising children through a cultural lens. This year, our
fourth since opening, is the first for our Elementary,
which will eventually become a multi-age class (6–9
years). One child asked why we do not we speak as
much Keres in the Elementary I classroom, and we
explained that it is now a dual language classroom. For
now, the model is about 60/40, with Keres spoken 60%
of the time and English 40%. Cultural values and beliefs
continue to be embedded in the elementary curriculum,
and our community strengthens that element.

KCLC is the type of education I wanted to help create
for my own daughters, even though they were older
when the school opened. They were, and still are,

the inspiration for the school. I started student
teaching in 1998 and the conversation then was
improving test scores. Fast forward 17 years and
the conversation has not changed. Public schools
with large Native populations should be making
significant changes to the ways and contexts in which
they educate our students, not just expecting our
children to conform to mainstream standards and
expectations. I am reminded of the saying, “When a
flowers does not bloom, you fix the environment in
which it grows, not the flower.”
If we want genuine, long-lasting gains in not only
the academic achievement, but also in the overall
well being of our Native American (Pueblo) children,
we must carve out a space that educates the whole
child, inclusive of language and culture. “Programs
that address the whole child (cognitive, emotional,
social, physical, etc.) are the most successful at
improving any single aspect/outcome” (Diamond,
2010). We also must dialogue more—and more
clearly—with families. We can no longer just say
“parent involvement” … we need to require, to an
extent, that parents and families be involved in their
children’s education. We must revisit our own early
childhood beliefs around raising our children, because
those beliefs have sustained us as Pueblo people for
thousands of years.
For more information, please visit wwwkclcmontessori.org.
References
Center on the Developing Child at Harvard University (2011). How
Early Experiences Shape the Development of Executive Function:
Working Paper No. 11. www.developingchild.harvard.edu
Diamond, A. (2010). The evidence base for improving school
outcomes by addressing the whole child and by addressing skills
and attitudes, not just content. Early Education and Development,
21 (5), 780-793.
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Our KCLC families are very committed to the school.
We are grateful, and we do our best to support them.
Many families’ goals focus on maintaining and
supporting their children in our Keres language. We
are excited to be working more closely with our elders
who have helped create language and culture lessons
they deem important for our children and who also
support our parent seminars. We are grateful for our
staff: Ann, Joelle, Mara, and Marie, who exemplify
KCLC’s mission, always at the forefront of our minds
and hearts. The KCLC Board of Directors is extremely
supportive of our mission, and as always, we work
in partnership with the Pueblo de Cochiti leadership
and community. We want to thank our many funders
and partners—there are countless stakeholders in
this critical endeavor, and it is through this love by
many that, despite the challenges, KCLC opened and
continues to grow.

These Elementary I students, now in their fourth
year at KCLC, localize their learning as they
explore their surroundings near KCLC.
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Tapping the Power of the Cooperative Strip Paragraph—
A Project GLAD® Writing Strategy
by Diana Pinkston-Stewart—Dual Language Education of New Mexico
and Project GLAD® Trainer
Writing is a challenging task for students of all ages.
I will briefly describe each of these steps using an
Although it is a skill that must be mastered for a
example from a third grade science unit called Forces
student’s success in the world of higher education,
that Change the Earth. The big idea of this unit is that
it is typically not fully developed and honed
there are forces in nature that change the Earth both
until students are in these very post-secondary
slowly and quickly.
institutions (Pressley, et al. (Eds.), 2007). The
teaching of writing is also a challenging task for
• The Pictorial Input Chart (PIC) for this unit is focused
K-12 teachers. Most teacher preparation programs
on volcanoes. The teacher would deliver the content and
language about the force of volcanoes in an illustrated
only skim the surface of the complicated task of
teaching writing as a process to students from a wide lecture format with the students up front and close. The
PIC is lightly penciled in and then visually brought to life
variety of backgrounds. Project GLAD®, a teacher
in color while the teacher delivers the content orally; each
professional development model out of the Orange
category of information is filled in with a different colored
County Department of Education National Training
marker. Teachers prompt the students to repeat the words
Center, provides a powerful approach for teaching
and phrases placed on the chart during the delivery of
the process of writing called the Cooperative
content. After a “chunk” of information is placed on the
Strip Paragraph. This strategy not only provides a
chart, the teacher then prompts students to “turn and
scaffold for students to begin the writing process
talk” about what they have just learned, targeting specific
in an engaging, authentic manner—it also scaffolds
content. (“Turn and talk to an elbow partner about the
teachers in planning for intentional and interactive
effects that volcanoes have on the environment.”) On
delivery of instruction in the writing process, with
another day, the teacher facilitates an interactive review
a gradual release of responsibility to the students
of the chart’s content and language with word cards
based on content deeply learned in the classroom.
and pictures. The chart becomes a living document that
If you have experienced a six-day Project GLAD®
Tier I certification training, you know that the
Cooperative Strip Paragraph, also known as the
Whole Group Frame in early childhood settings,
is a culminating activity that brings together a
wealth of content and language modeling, learning,
and practice. Below is a graphic that describes the
scaffolding of content and language that would take
place when classroom instruction is closely following
the Project GLAD® sequence.

students reference and add to throughout the unit.

• Team Task—The Volcanoes PIC would then become
one of the team tasks that is completed with each team
members’ input in a different colored pencil. Teams
reference the content and language of the chart and
negotiate for meaning through classroom structures that
emphasize cooperation while they re-create the PIC.
During this time, the teacher is facilitating small guided
reading groups called Expert Groups.

Soleado—Winter 2015
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• In preparation for the Cooperative Strip Paragraph,
• Expert Groups are made up of one member
the teacher crafts a topic sentence around the content
from each team. The Expert Group text has been
of the unit that matches the targeted writing genre and
intentionally crafted by the teacher to connect to the
writes this sentence on a sentence strip that is placed
PIC’s categories of information. In this unit, there
in a pocket chart. In the Forces that Change the Earth
is an Expert Group text for each of the following
unit, a topic sentence in the genre of expository writing
forces: Earthquakes,
might be “People and
Erosion, Landslides,
their environment are
and Weathering. With
affected by various
teacher modeling, each
natural forces that
student reads, discusses,
occur suddenly or
highlights, sketches,
slowly over time.” With
and takes notes on the
the students up front
Expert Group text.
and close, the teacher
The teacher provides
facilitates a whole
heavy scaffolding at
group discussion about
the beginning of the
the topic sentence,
reading and then
highlighting important
gradually releases
words that help set
the responsibility to
the stage for the
students. Each “expert”
supporting sentences.
transfers the most
The teacher then
important information
physically “walks” the
regarding the categories
process grid with her
in the text (Description,
fingers, pointing to
Pictorial Input Chart—Volcanoes, from
Effects on the Planet,
Forces that Change the Earth, 3rd grade Project GLAD® unit different information
Effects on People and
while orally crafting
Interesting Facts) to a Mind Map, which is a variation
sentences of varying patterns that support the topic
of a Thinking Map®. These categories are the same as
sentence. Then, students turn to a partner and orally create
those developed in the PIC on Volcanoes on this page.
more supporting sentences to share with the group. At this
Each student will serve as the expert for their team on
point, the students are ready to go back to their teams and
the particular content they have read and taken notes
cooperatively compose an academic sentence that they
on during the highly engaging Process Grid Game.
will write on a sentence strip in their team color and hang
underneath the topic sentence in the pocket chart. (With
• The Process Grid Game is a whole-class activity
emerging writers, this process is called the Whole Group
with teams discussing what information to place inside Frame and teachers scribe the teams’ oral sentences.)
a grid representing the content from the PIC and
When all teams have their sentences placed, the teacher
the Expert Groups. Teams are directed to “put their
calls the students up front and close to begin the process of
heads together” and prepare to report out, earning
revising and editing with the scaffold of a writing checklist.
team points, as the teacher records information on
—continued on page 15—
the Process Grid. Each team member has
Force
Description
Effects on the
Effects on
Interesting
a different number and the teacher uses
planet
people
Facts
numbered spoons or sticks to determine
who will report out for each team. In
Volcanoes
this way, every student is accountable for
knowing the content and language for
Earthreporting out. By the end of the game,
quakes
the Process Grid is filled with detailed
information and language about the unit’s
Erosion
content. Students are highly engaged
in academic conversation and content
Landslides
knowledge is solidified. Now the class is
ready to engage in the Cooperative Strip
Weathering
Paragraph strategy.
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Process Grid: Forces that Change the Earth
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Sample Big Idea: All people have the same nutritional needs regardless of where they are from,
but they meet them in different ways.

Students will: 1. learn how culture and climate shape what we eat, 2. understand that everyone has a need for good
nutrition, 3. study the food pyramid, and 4. learn that not everyone in the world has enough healthy food to eat.
Spoken language activities:
What activities are planned to provide
authentic practice of academic language?

Paired or team activities:
• Sample and discuss foods that are common to class traditions and backgrounds
• Plan healthy meals
• Plan a class recipe book
Component Areas: Peer interactions, Accessing Students’ Knowledge and Experience

Listening tasks:
What do students need to understand
when listening to teacher or classmates?

Student presentations of traditional family foods, with background info on culture
and/or countries of origin.
Video clip on food pyramid, cloze note-taking form.
Component Areas: Affirming identity, Use of Realia, Making Text Accessible,
Teaching Learning Strategies

Reading texts:
What texts will students be reading?
What cultural, conceptual, or linguistic
difficulties could students encounter?

A written account of the diet of a child living in poverty—urban context, statements
of poverty, food types
Component Area: Accessing Text

Writing tasks:
What is the purpose of the written
pieces? Does the genre have specific
organizational or grammatical structures?

Comparative piece: the diet of a child in poverty and their own diet (5 paragraph format)
Class recipe book – procedural language (mix, add, chop), (first, then, after …)
Component Areas: Focus on Language, Affirming Identity, Accessing Students’
Knowledge and Experience

Key aspects of grammar:

Connectives used in comparisons: similarly, at the same time
Connectives used to contrast: however, on the other hand
Expressions of personal reaction: I am shocked, sad, surprised
Component Area: Focus on Language

Specific vocabulary:

Grains, proteins, dairy products, etc. Poverty, finances, status, etc.
Adapted from Pauline Gibbons, 2015
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Gibbons’ suggestions are excellent, and while this
language “unpacking” will certainly add a layer to
the teacher’s planning and teaching, the lens needed
to address the questions posed will become more
automatic and more intuitive the more it is used.
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Attendees at various DLeNM presentations on
sheltering have also discussed the questions a teacher
would ask during a particular lesson. What will you
ask the students to answer? What will they need to
know linguistically and in terms of the content? What
sentence frames might be modeled to help students
participate? Can the frames be combined in ways
that are typical of disciplinary experts so that ideas
are connected and the thinking deepens? Thinking
through the questions is another way of unpacking
the lessons/unit so that the language focus can be
intentional and targeted.
But, is it enough? In conversations with experienced
second language educators, talk turns to class routines
or systems that promote the integrated use of the
eight components of sheltering. Often discussed were
the various ways student-to-student talk becomes an
integral part of the instructional day. Many teachers
use a 10/2 routine in which the teacher presents

new information for approximately 10 minutes and
then directs students to turn to an elbow partner or
tablemates to debrief and discuss what was presented.
This strategy can be used many times during the day
to give students the opportunity to reflect on the
learning and practice articulating opinions/ideas/
questions with one another. Collaborative structures
can be routinely used as an alternative to the typical
“teacher questions/one student answers” interaction.
Structures such as numbered heads together or thinkpair-share require students to talk and practice the
language of the content. This kind of routine allows
for a focus on language, peer interaction, creating
shared knowledge, and affirming identity.
Another system or routine discussed involved general
scaffolding for intentional redundancy. Experienced
and successful teachers of developing bilinguals have
found that careful and intentional modeling—i.e., of a
genre or writing, of ways to approach a reading task,
of the necessary academic language, of agreeing and
disagreeing in a debate—followed by collaborative
tasks with others that require practicing what was
modeled almost guarantees successful individual
accountability. In other words, the teacher routinely

DLeNM
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models new learning for the whole class and
then assigns a team or paired task that allows the
students to practice this new learning. Only after the
students practice and rehearse the new learning with
others does the teacher assign an individual task or
project. The results are far more positive because the
scaffolding has been carefully planned and executed.
This planned redundancy provides layers of support
and guarantees that the sheltering components
are consistently well integrated into instruction
throughout the day and the unit.
Another system or routine might involve a daily
shared reading of a selection from a content
textbook or related publication. The teacher would
carefully select a shared reading passage and use
it to point out, discuss, and model text features,
grammatical and stylistic elements common to the
discipline, or questions or controversies that arise.
If this is followed by an opportunity for students to
turn to a partner or team and discuss, along with
authentic reading and writing assignments that
incorporate the instructional focus of the shared
reading, then instructional redundancy is achieved.
This shared event would incorporate sheltering
components of a focus on language, peer interaction,
teaching learning strategies, accessing text, and
affirming identity.

Update on ESEA Reauthorization
by James J. Lyons, Esq.,
Senior Policy Advisor—DLENM
As I write this short column in early November,
members of both the House of Representatives and the
Senate are meeting in small groups to discuss a “deal”
agreed to in principle by Democratic and Republican
leaders of both bodies and the White House. The deal
addresses how lawmakers might simultaneously move
forward on two “must do” legislative matters: raising
the ceiling on our national debt and setting budget
levels for the federal government.

Promising practices...

—continued from page 12—

What do these legislative matters have to do with
ESEA Reauthorization? Nothing and everything!
Nothing in the sense that the deal has no direct bearing
on ESEA, and everything in that both the debt ceiling
and a budget must be passed before Congress will move
forward on other matters such as ESEA reauthorization.

The 40 or so Republican members of the ultraconservative “Freedom Caucus” agitated against the
appointment of Boehner’s hand-picked successor,
Majority Leader Kevin McCarthy (R-CA), and
McCarthy quickly announced he didn’t want the job.
Since that time, after discussion and negotiation, Paul
Ryan (R-WI) has been elected Speaker.
Although a Conference Committee comprised of the
Chair and Ranking minority member of the Senate
Health, Education, Labor and Pensions Committee
and the House Committee on Education and the
Workforce has been working assiduously to resolve
differences between the ESEA reauthorization bills
passed by both bodies, a final compromise bill must be
approved in each chamber and signed by the President.
Whether it will be accomplished before the conclusion
of this session of Congress is an open question that
only time will answer. Stay tuned….

DLeNM
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There are many strategies and routines that teachers
can consider as they plan their lessons, match
authentic assessments to the standards and skills
taught, and execute the activities that will provide
the students with the knowledge and understanding,
as well as the opportunity to practice what they
are learning. All of this is “good teaching.” But, it
is so much more than that. As with all teaching,
it is the result of a careful and intentional look at
the knowledge and skills that must be taught and
a flexible and thoughtful selection of the ways that
students’ knowledge and skills can be showcased. It
also involves careful identification of the language
demands of the content and intentional planning
for ways for that language to be modeled, taught,
practiced, and mastered. Content and language are
carefully interwoven in the instructional activities,
which, over the course of the instructional day,
the unit of study, and even the whole year provide
the students with layered redundancy and the
opportunity to communicate like the developing
scientists, historians, professionals they are.

If you missed the recent news, Washington, especially
the Republican-led House, is in a state of disarray.
Shortly after Pope Francis addressed Congress,
Speaker John Boehner (R-OH) announced that he was
resigning the Speakership and his seat in the House
effective October 30th. Boehner agreed that he would
stay on a “little longer” if necessary for the House to
choose and install a new leader.
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UNCC Potential coursework
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Clearly, there is a profound need for well-prepared
dual language teachers in North Carolina and at
the national level. Therefore, university programs
must increase responses to the current needs of the
field. Research and collaboration may potentially
result in the creation of an innovative, researchbased dual language teacher preparation program in
North Carolina, within current teacher preparation
program requirements and accreditation parameters.
With aspects of distance education and virtual
learning included, the program goals may include
positive impacts at the state, region, and national
levels. The proposal includes options for graduatelevel teacher candidates within Teaching English as
a Second Language (TESL) and Foreign Language
Education (FLED) to have an area of emphasis in
dual language education. Similarly, undergraduate
options for a parallel minor area of studies in dual
language education are being explored. Proposed
course offerings specifically consider: 1) Dual Language
Literacy; 2) Methods/Advanced Pedagogy in Dual
Language Education; 3) Authentic Assessment in
Dual Language; and 4) Semester Internship in Dual
Language (to include districts outside the Charlotte
area). This combination suggests a professional balance
to include theory and application of standards-based
dual language principles and perspectives.
An essential aspect of the proposal includes options
for distance education and synchronous virtual
learning to assist in alleviating the dual language
teacher shortage nationwide. With these courses in
mind, accessibility and applicability to other states’
educators could result in a cohort approach. Careful
dynamic considerations are in place to have course
contents be flexible for a multitude of state-level dual
language program perspectives, yet fundamentally
sound in national standards-based framework aspects.
Conclusions and Next Steps

The study outcomes, combined with prior research
on the significance of dual language education and
the national shortage of well-prepared dual language
teachers, clearly justify the urgency for next steps
in transforming teacher education programs. In
order for these next steps to come to fruition, it is
vital to include multiple stakeholders in the teacher
preparation process—teachers, administrators,
institutions of higher education, state education
agencies, legislators, community partners, parents,
and students, to name a few. As the primary

investigator in this study and the lead faculty member
with the University of North Carolina at Charlotte
College of Education initiative, I continue to move
forward with my efforts in dual language teacher
preparation. I look forward to future collaborations
with DLeNM and the dual language educators from
North Carolina and New Mexico. Together, we can
address the critical aspect of teacher preparation
for dual language learners. Ultimately, we, too, can
continue to transform world-class, multilingual
educational practices in North Carolina and beyond.
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• The Writing Checklist is created by the teacher to
match the targeted ELA and ELD language arts standards
of the unit. It begins with the positive by celebrating
what the students like about their writing, then moves
into the elements of revision, and finishes with editing.
Above is an example of a writing checklist for this unit
based on the 3rd Common Core Standards for ELA. With
the students up front and close, the teacher facilitates a
whole class discussion about the writing they have just
created in teams by using this checklist. The teacher
uses out-loud thinking to model the use of the checklist
while encouraging students to give their input about any
revisions and edits. As revisions and edits are agreed upon,
the teacher is physically moving, tearing, and adding to the
sentence strips in the pocket chart, adding any language
and editing changes in a black marker. Together, the
group crafts a concluding statement and title and makes
sure to write the author’s name on the paragraph. This
Cooperative Strip Paragraph can be then be used in many
reading and writing activities to support fluency and to
build students’ identity as authors.

• All of the supports are now in place for each student
to experience success in writing their own individual
paragraph using the same writing checklist. This piece
of writing would be used as formative and summative
assessment of the students’ writing in this genre.

Taking students through all of these steps of the
Project GLAD® Cooperative Strip Paragraph strategy
requires a commitment of time and energy which may

The Cooperative Strip Paragraph strategy opens
the door to specific genres of writing, most often
expository, in an authentic and engaging way. It is
only a part of a comprehensive writing program,
such as Writer’s Workshop (Calkins, 2013). The
power of this strategy is that it provides a scaffold
for both teachers and students to enter into—and
experience success with—academic writing in a
modeled, interactive, and supportive manner.
Pressley, M., et al. (Eds). (2007) Shaping Literacy Achievement:
Research We Have, Research We Need. New York: Guilford Press.
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• Now that the writing process has been heavily scaffolded
for students, they are ready to move on to creating a Team
Cooperative Strip Paragraph using mini-pocket charts and
a different topic sentence created by the teacher, or when
ready, the team itself. Teams use the same writing checklist
to revise and edit their supporting sentences and craft a
team conclusion for the paragraph. This writing provides
a formative assessment of students’ understanding of the
writing process.

not be available to all teachers. However, the salient
features of this strategy are powerful and could be
replicated in any extensive learning experience that
includes teacher facilitation of deep learning of
content and language focusing on comprehensibility,
student talk, and teacher modeling of the writing
process. The writing checklist scaffolds a gradual
release of responsibility from the teacher to the
students for the elements of revision and editing.
The big idea for teachers is that students need to
have a deep understanding of the content and
the language to express their ideas, as well as the
scaffolded modeling of the writing process with
plenty of practice before they are asked to produce
individual pieces of writing successfully.
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for Bilingual Education—
Fifth Annual Southern New
England Regional Dual
Language Conference: March 19,

2016, in Framingham, Massachusetts.
The conference theme is Making
Connections—Celebrating Dual Language
Education. For more information, please
visit www.massmabe.org.

;

National Association for
Bilingual Education—Advancing
Biliteracy Through Global
Leadership and Partnerships:
March 2-5, 2016, in Chicago, Illinois. For
more information or to register, please
visit www.nabe.org.

;

New Mexico Association for
Bilingual Education—43rd Annual
NMABE Conference: April 20-23,
2016, at the Embassy Suites in Albuquerque,
New Mexico. Save the date and watch
www.nmabe.net for more information!

;
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www.wabewa.org.
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in San Francisco, California. For more
information or to register, please visit
www.cabe2016.org.

the Hyatt Regency Tamaya Resort, Santa Ana
Pueblo, New Mexico, for teachers already
Project GLAD® Tier 1 certified. Please contact
Diana Pinkston-Stewart, diana@dlenm.org,
for more information.

Bilingual Education—Bridging
Multiple Worlds for Local and
Global Success: March 23-26, 2016,

Design—Project GLAD® Annual
Summer Institute: June 7-8, 2016, at
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